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Students & Faculty Celebrate AASU Day:Great Time For All!
Joey Trinh
The Inkwell Staff cor
rects err ors when
they occur. If y ou
find an error o f fa ct,
please contact Sarah
D. F reithoffer, Manag
ing Editor, at 927-5351.

We are now accepting
submissions for the fall
editions of the Inkwell.
Come by MCC, room

202.
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As I pulled into my park
ing spot at 7:50 am on Fri
day, September 22nd, I was
welcomed to the campus by
the shirt-soaking humidity
of what had to be about 150
percent and the buzzing of
Plant Operations in prepara
tion for the 4th annual Cel
ebrate AASU Day festivi
ties. Meeting a dear friend,
Clevelette Edwards,SGA
Treasurer, she and I
preceeded to help with the
layout of booth assignments.
As we placed the tables
and signs for each booth, I
remarked on how we'll both
probably be soaked before
the rain even hits campus.
"Excuse me," we heard as
we turned around to see two
eager Radiological Science
students standing with deco
rations and a boiler for their
low country boil, "Can you

tell us where our booth is?"
Politely I told them that they
could go to the Student Activi
ties Office and obtain a map
to see where their booth was
but they insisted on just "bor
rowing my map for just a sec
ond."
While Clevelette and I fin
ished off table set up, the in
flatable attractions arrived. As
Michael Pullum, Chairman for
the Celebrate AASU Day
Committee, rounded up volun
teers and committee members
to assist in the inflation pro
cess, I disappeared to my only
class on Friday to take a quiz.
Upon my return, the air vol
leyball court was half up and
the second half was quickly on
the rise. After dodging a de
fective air blower, the second
half of the court was finally up
and ready. Within the next
hour or so the crowds of stu-

5

t

Where's Waldo ?! Where's Joey Trinh?! SGA Secretary clowns
around.

dents, both booth workers
and early t-shirt getters,
started to gather inthe Quad.
By this time I'm running
around frantic because the
helium man hasn't come and
balloons, which SGA was
giving out free, were no
where in sight. Students
from the
different
organi
zations
and the
faculty
and staff
f r o m
different
offices
w e r e
now like
armies
of ants
setting
up their
o w n
booths.
It was
amazing
Tosha Fowler, drama student, reads Dr. Jones fortune as he watches amazed!

to see everyone working so
dilagently.
Okay, finally the helium
arrives for the balloons at
about 10:45 and so I get a
couple of the volunteers to
help me blow them up, tie
them, and distribute them to
the neighboring booths. Af
ter what seemed like about
a thousand balloons, I make
a water run at which point I
catch a glimpse of what has
to be the most amusing thing
I saw all morning. Dr.Finlay
was all decked out in a tan
leasure suit and the classic
coke bottle top glasses. Ijust
about fell over, I was laugh
ing so hard.The day seemed
to be a lot of fun for all. The
dunking booths, rows and
rows of food booths,fortune
telling courtesy of the
Masquers, free stuff, etc.,
provided so much entertain
ment, it's plain to see that
the next event will be greatly
anticipated.
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2000 Edition MCAT
Study Guides For Sale.
MCAT Comprehensive
Review - Kaplan
MCAT Physics
Review - Nova

$35 qo

CALL TODD @ 927. 2858

Crazy but not lazy! Have fun while you learn! You
bring the personality and we will train! Best job
in town. Two openings left. Call Mr. Twiley
(912)927-1041.

Keith Langston
Desmal Purcell
Derek Davis
A1 Harris
Michelle Woodson
Dan Ward

"'The Inkwell is published and distributed bi-weekly
each semester.
Copies are available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus.
" The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments for
improvement; provided that they are clearly
written or typed. All letters submitted for
publication must be signed with a telephone num
ber, as well as social security number for
verification purposes. These steps are required to
secure payment for articles written. Names will be
withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public service announce
ments, press releases, etc. Such information will be
published free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
The comments and opinions expressed in this
publication do not necessarily express the views or
opinions of anyone other than the person who has
written the material and are not to be taken as a
reflection upon the views of the Inkwell Staff,
faculty, administrator, the University System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.
The Inkwell Staff reseives the right to edit
submissions for purposes of publication.

Taking
the MCATP

AASU Staff & Students
Can Place A Classified
Size Ad for FREE!
You must present a valid Armstrong
AI||
ID TO Receive
FREE
Vm
Advertising
•

((/Nf)

come by room 202 in the
MCC Building to place your classified!

Advertisements
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The Campus
Union Board
Presents...

an Art Competition
in Support of

Red Ribbon
Week
1st Prize $75.00
2nd Prize $50.00
3rd Prize $25.00

-All Submissions should be original work, and should reflect such
positive topics as alcohol and drug awareness, MJLD.D., or similiar
themes
•Works can be presented in any medium, and will be judged on theme,
technique, and originality
•All works must be submitted to the Campus Union Board no later than
20 October, 2000
•For more information or an application for consideration, please
contact the Student Activities Office or Keri Bosson @ 369-6517

ADVENTURE
and earn college credits!
(Some Regents scholarships available)
FIND OUT HOW:

Thursday, October 26
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.u
MEMORIAL COLLEGE CENTER
For more information contact
Jane O'Brierr or Veronica. Martini
OFFICE
INTERNATIONAL.SUPPORT SERVICES
Hawes 202k *'921.5489

Would you like to get paid for writing
The Inkwell welcomes submissions on all topics.
Bring your submissions to our office (MCC, room 202) and let us pay
you for your work.

For queries on content or length,
please contact Sarah D. Fieithoffer
at 927-5351.

Health Concerns
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Savannians Walk For A Good Cause: The American Heart
Walk Promotes Awareness and Raises Funds To Meet Goals
The American Heart
Association is the largest
non-governmental sup
porter of heart research in
theUnited States.Every
day, the AHA reaches thou
sands of Georgians with
face-to face life saving
messages. Are you aware
that heart disease is
America's no.l killer and
stroke is ranked no. 3 as a
leading cause of death and
disability?
In every county in
Georgia, heart disease and
stroke have affected our
family and friends. The
time has come for us to
fight back and we need
your help!
On October 28th, Chat
ham County will host the
8th Annual Savannah
American Heart Walk at
Lake Mayer from 8:00am
to 11:00am. The American
Heart Walk provides an op

portunity for you to voluntar
ily help promote awareness
and support research efforts
by assisting us in raising
funds to accomplish the de
sired goals.
Along with your participa
tion in t his community wide
effort, we, as a team, will
serve together as a leader in
this effort by raising funds to

If you are unable to partici
pate in the walk, we encour
age you to make a one-time
donation to this important
cause. For more informa
tion, please feel free to con
tact Carla English (912)
692-2190.
If you are interested or
if you want additional infor
mation mailed to you call

"...heart disease is America's No. 1 killer
and stroke is ranked no. 3 as a leading
cause of death and disability."

The Educational Technology
Training Center at
Armstrong Atlantic StateUniversity
is pleased to announce online course
opportunities that may lead to the
following certifications:
*Microsoft's Certified System Engi-1
neer (MCSE)
I
*Novell
* A+
*Network+
*Cisco

I

Contact the Ed. Tech. Training Center for
fight heart disease, stroke and Kerry Slicker, Regional Di
other cardiovascular diseases. rector, the American Heart
Pleasejoin us by organizing a Association at (912) 355team of walkers through your 0233.
place of employment, creat For those interested in pa r
ing a team among friends and ticipating in the American
family or participating in our Heart Walk on October
existing team. We hope that 28th, call Kerry Slicker
you are as excited as we are (355-0233) or Carla English
about participating in this
(692-2190) for more infor
supportive endeavor to help mation.
fight heart disease and stroke.

more details.

if you have a cold, don't shake anyone's hand If you
can avoid it. Shaking hands is one of the most common
ways cold germs are spread.

An Apple A Day...
and other home remedies
By: Stephanie Craig

Helpful Hair H i n t s
Everyone has
suffered though a bad
hair day, some of us
more often then others.
Here are some helpful
little hints to help you
move on to happier
healthier hair days.
Using olive oil
once a month can help
fight dry hair. Combine a
quarter cup of olive oil
and a teaspoon of rose
mary and heat the
mixture. Wash you hair
and pour the olive oil
over it. Cover your hair
with a shower cap until
morning. Shampoo
normally in th e morning:

Be warned that oil treat
ments may weigh down
your hair or make styling
difficult.
To end frizzy hair
problems stear clear of the
blow dryer. After wash
ing your hair simply
gently pat it dry with a
towel. Then comb your
hair into place and let it
air dry. If you need to use
a hair dryer, try using
styling gels and leave-in
conditioners that do not
contain alcohol.
If you have thin
lileless hair try taking
biotin and inositol

capsules. Biotin supple-

ments cause hair growth
in la b animals. Biotin
can also help manage
cowlicks. Foods high in
biotin include nuts,
whole grains, and milk.
Inositol prevents hair
loss in l ab animals. This
vitamin is found in
beans, fruits, grains, and
nuts.
To remove build
up on your hair try
washing your hair with a
handful of baking soda
and your regular sham
poo. Even easier, use
products that contain
mucilage. Mucilage is
easier to wash out of

your hair but produces the
same amount of hold.
To give your hair
body try rinsing it wit h
beer once a week. Flat
beer also works as a styling
spritz for those on a tight
budget. Be warned: you'll
smell like a bar.
To condition your
hair, try rubbing a handful
of m ayonnaise in yo ur
hair, wrapping it up in a
warm towel and allowing it
to soak in f or 15 m inutes.
Then simply wash the
mayo out. This was very
popular back in the sixties,
however, mayo may
leave your hair flat and

Home Remedies, W hat Works by Gale Maleskey and Brian Kaufman

hard to style. Also, it
has a pecular lingering
odor.

Mane'N'Tail
is a product for horses,
but it works gr eat on
people hair as well. In
fact, 8 out of every 10
bottles of Mane 'N' Tail
shampoo and condi
tioner are sold for use
by people.
All these home
remedies have their
uses, and some produce
amazing results, but the
surest way to beautiful
hair is still to eat
healthy and treat your
hair with care.

Music & Entertainment
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FORDHAM'S FANCIES

PARKER & CRAIG
Your Entertainment Resource

Tubby's Tank House
Seafood Steak & Chicken

Our Rating System

Located on River Drive in Thunderbolt. Tubby's offers great seafood in a great

Don't Waste Your Money: a

seaside atmosphere. Try the Grilled Mahi Mahi!

Rent It:

Gotta See it You rself:

Food dfl

&M

Pretty Good:

w ma

^0 m

m

See It More Than Once: HI

s

mm m

i$t ISf

ALMOST FAMOUS
Cameron Crowe's Almost Famous arrives to the
silver screen with a story about a young adult,
William, who gets a job working for Rolling Stone
and receives a glance of what it's like to travel
with a rock band.

Atmosphere

Cleanliness d£t

Service

Overall

If you have a restaurant
"fancy", let us know about it
and how you rate the food, at
mosphere, cleanliness, service,
and the restaurant overall.

Urban L e g e nd s : Final Cut
As if they couldn't get the hint from the poor
ratings of the first Urban Legends, Columbia
Tristar decided to bore us with Urban Legends:
Final Cut. This time Alpine University student
filmmakers enter a film contest but have trouble
producing their films due to crew members be
ing killed.

Octo6er (BreastisCancer
Awareness Month

Bait
After a multi-million dollar heist, an investigator
is put to the task of finding the criminals. How
ioes he catch the slimey fish? With bait!
sP!

Our top 5 rental picks... and worst 5:
(worst rentals)
(top rentals)
1. Erin Brockovich
2. Any Given Sunday
3. Angela's Ashes
4. Cider House Rules
5. Ten. Things I H ate
About You

1. The Beach
2. It's The Rage
3. Drowning Mona
4. The Big Kahuna
5. The Ninth Gate

Remind your mother, sister, and girt
friend to do a regutar setf-breast exam!
Tor more information catt

P Planned Parenthood®
361-0116
44-B Lee Blv d

Campus Concerns
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Love ~ Money ~ Sex - Friendship - Family

AASU Masquers To Present The
Farcical Comedy Charley's Aunt
The Armstrong Atlantic

Charley's Aunt includes An

State University Masquers

thony Paderewski, who

present a two-weekend run
of Brandon Thomas' hit far
cical comedy Charley's

played Porter Milgrim in the

Aunt, at Jenkins Theater
on the AASU campus.
Charley's Aunt was first

Ask Tracx

way. Moving away
from a loved one can

AASU Masquers' produc

Dear Tracy,
My boyfriend and I

cause some type of

tion of Deathtrap and Lewis

have been together for

really loves you and

in the summer musical Pip

some time now. Actu

wants to be with you,

pin, plays the role of Char

ally, it's been about 9

he will resist that

ley. Tom Anderson, as

months. My boyfriend

temptation and under

temptation, but if he

produced at the Royalty

Brassett

and I ar e students here at

stand what the

Theatre in London on De
cember 21.1892 and trans

Charley's Aunt, played Mr.
Merrythought in The Knight

Armstrong and he will

realtion-ship means to

be transferring to another

both you and him.

ferred to the Globe Theatre.

of the Burning
Pestle and Conrad in Much

school next semester. I

When you think about

trust him, but I h ave this

it, your boyfriend

This world famous farce has
since moved millions to

the

butler

in

Ado About Nothing. Maria

fear that he will meet

probably feels the

tears of laughter. In the story

Cantele, who plays Ela in

someone else and forget

same way. If I 'm right

of the play Jack and Charles

this
production, played Michael

about me. Am I w rong

he is probably worried

for feeling this way?

that m aybe you might

attempt to win the hearts of

wait too long to talk
about it. If youwait.il
can become more of a
problem than it already
is.
If you have any ques

Kitty and Amy through in

in T he Knight of the Burn

Should I tell him how 1

become distant in the

tions that y ou wou ld like

troducing Charley's wealthy

ing Pestle.

feel?

relationship and meet

to ask Tracy, please send

aunt from Brazil. The aunt

the

someone else. You

your questions to Tracy

sends word that she will be

AASU stage include Jason

most definetly should

via email: Inkwell®

delayed for several days so

Bonadio. Chris Brickhouse.

talk to him about your

mail.arinstrong.edu.

the young men convince a

Kim Swale, Jamie Brown,

Newcomers to

-Almost Alone Ashley

fellow student t o masquer

Michael Hite,Thomas Wirht

ade as the aunt. In the midst

and Ashley Robinson.

of the resulting confusion

'Charley's Aunt produc

the real aunt turns up. This
pi ay has been revived many
limes in both stage and mo

tion dates are October 6-8
and 13-15. Friday and Sat
urday performances begin at

tion picture productions and

Dear Ashley,
It's natural to feel this

feelings, but do not

HISPANIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND GENERAL PROGRAM
DEADLINE APPROACHING

7:30 P.M. and the curtain for

deadline for the 2000-2001

Aid Offices or by mailing a permanent resident, and
have already earned at le ast
stamped, self-addressed,
business envelope (nine by 15 undergraduate credits at

has never failed to reach a

Sunday matinees rises at

academic year is quickly

four inches) to: GENERAL a two-year or four-year

wide and eager audience.

3:00 P.M. General admission

approaching. Students of

SCHOLARSHIP PRO

accredited college or

tickets are only $6 each

Hispanic background who

GRAM, Hispanic Scholar

university in the U .S. or

Roger Miller, professor

The Hispanic Scholarship
Fund General Program

of theatre at AASU. directs

while seniors, military, and

meet the eligibility require

ship Fund, One Sansome

Puerto Rico. Applicants

this production. Miller di

students are admitted for

ments are encouraged to

St., Suite 1000. San Fran

m u s t b e e nr o l l e d on a lull-

rected the 2000 summer

only $4 apiece. For produc

complete and submit their

cisco, CA 94104. before-

time basis, again at accred

production of Pippin. Past

tion information, call the

application packages as soon

October 9, 2000.

ited schools, for the upcom

AASU productions directed
by Miller include. Some

Masquers

as possible before the Octo

912.927.5354 or contact the

ber 15th deadline.

AASU Department of Art.
Music, & Theatre main of

consideration of financial

fall through Spring. 2001.
Undergraduates must take

ships ranging from $1,000 to

need, to Hispanic Ameri

minimum course loads of

$3,000 are available on the
HSF website at www.hsl.net

cans of all races and

24 credits per academic

ethnicities. Qualified

year; graduate students

Lnchanted Evening, Okla
homa. I Never Saw Another
Butterfly. Odd Couple,
Catch Me If You Can. and
I lie M iser.

Infoline-

fice at 912.927.5325. The
Box Office and Doors open
thirty minutes prior to show
time.

I he AASU cast of

tr-

(

gciwemsl

at

m

.

I DAYS I N N

DAYS SUITES

£%istoric §avanna6
201 West Bay Street

L<s^

Applications for scholar

HSF provides scholar
ships based on merit, with

i n g a c a d e m i c year from this

from now through October

applicants are of back

must have at least 12

13.2000. Forms also are

ground that is at least h alf

credits per the academic

available at College Financial

Hispanic (one parent fully

year. All students must

Hispanic or both parents
half Hispanic), are a

2.7 on a 4.0 scale (3.7 on a

United States citizen or

5 point s cale).

Still Savannah's
Best Location!

have a minimum GPAol

Call direct: (912)2340841 Monday-Friday
8:00 am-5:00 pm

Savannah, Georgia 31401

On setting up an aquarium:
Provide at least one gallon of
water for each inch of fish.
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Chancellor Stephen R. Portch Offers
Remarks On The Progress of
University Issues: See How These
Statistics Affect You
It's the campaign season.
In my rema rks today, I will
follow the lead of the presi
dential candidates. I promise
to be plainspoken, but I will
remember that the mike is
"on."
Perhaps my plainspokeness i s precipitate d by just
having passed a watershed
birthday that prematurely
brings you an AARP card. Or
perhaps by entering a sev
enth ye ar as your Chancel
lor, I f eel the itch f or even
more progress.
1 want to do three things
today. First, I want to revert
to my teaching days and give
a series of "highly personal"
grades: to the System, to the
state and to the nation. Sec
ond, it is important as we
begin a ne w academ ic year
that w e remind ourselves —
who are our students? It is
important to put that human
face on the students we seek
to serve. Third, I want us to
spend some time on a big si 
sue: values. What are our
values? What are we doing
about promoting our values?
It is important to be hon
est about both our achieve
ments and our environment.
As I looked at these areas, I
came up with set of "highly
personal" grades; to the Sys
tem rega rding our achieve
ments and to the s tate and
nation reflecting the environ
ment in which we operate.
Let me start with the best
marks. I give the System an
"A" for effort and progress.
In terms of effort, I honestly
can give nothing but high
marks fo r the work of fac
ulty, staff, presidents and re
gents. Faculty has g one the
extra mile over the past
years. They have undertaken
curriculum revision, devel
oped new academic pro
grams and dem onstrated a
willingness to engage in eco

nomic development activi
ties. They have done so with
grace and ease. Our faculty
deservesan "A" for theirhard
work. And our staff deserves
an "A " for their tremendous
support efforts for our aca
demic enterprises. Our presi
dents receive an "A" forhav
ing shown strong leadership
over these years. And the
regents get an "A plus" for
having demonstrated dedica
tion, determination and fo
cus. '
Beyond the good efforts,
which always are nice to see
but often don't mean any
thing, the System earns an
"A" for progress that has
been ma de. Let's look at one
set of data reflecting pro
gress: enrollment. We don't
have final numbers for this
fall ye t. B ut I am confident
that when the numbers are in,
they will sh ow the strongest
class academically yet for the
System and larger than last
year. We continue to get bet
ter and bigger; but we mu st
be careful about the order
here.
Another key sign of
progress areSAT scores. Last
year I noted how the System
average SAT's for entering
freshmen increased: falH999
saw a system average of
1016; the first time above the
national average. I hope to
see these numbers move up
again this fall -and expect to
see a record number of cam
puses over 1,000 for the in
coming class. 1expect to see
Georgia Southern University
and Georgia Southwestern
State University -- and
maybe others — break that
1000 barrier this fall.
Here are just a couple of
preliminary highlights:
UGA's fall 2000 freshmen
class arrived on campus with
- according to an Aug. 15
Atlanta Constitution story -

Campus Concerns
"the best academic credentials trends.
ties" has GeorgiaTech ranked
ever seen." The average high
8th and UGA 20th.
Your policies tied to
school GPA for UGA's fresh improving student prepa
UGA moved up from 22nd
man class is 3.66: the average ration are working. on last year's lis t. Only three
SAT is 1203. G eorgia T ech Higher admissions re other states had two or more
had 12 freshmen with perfect quirements are having an
institutions in th is prestigious
them
were
from
SATs (six of
impact. I thank the stu
list (California had six: Vir
Georgia). Let me provide dents, the parents, the ginia had two; Texas had two.
some perspective: this year,
teachers, the co unselors North Carolina had only one only 17 Georgia students had and the schools for heed the University of North Caro
a perfectscore, and there were ing our calls for better lina-Chapel Hill).
only 521 nationally to score a preparation - but it's not
And in the 2001 Kaplan/
perfect 1600.
Newsweek Collegje Catalog.
yet enough.
On the other end we see
Finally - a sign of Georgia College &|Stale Uni
another sign of progress: w e progress: we all love to versity was cited as a "top uni
continue to see a drop in the complain about those an versity" in two areas: "schools
number of students who arrive nual national rankings, that are academically com
on campus needing learning but we like them when petitive" and "schools that of
support - from 43.2 percent in they are good to us. So I'm fer a high level of individual
fall 1994 to 30 .2 percent in going to brag on them. academic attention."
fall 1999. But this includes U.S. News & World
So 1 give us an "A" on ef
both traditional a nd non-tra Report's latest list of "top fort and progress.
ditional students. An y of us national public universi continued—>12
returning to college after a
few years out of high
school would need a
"refresher" course to
be ready to do col
to help other women have children
lege-level work. I've
a lways said the focus
of learning support
needs to be on our
freshmen just out of
high school. These
new college students
should not need
remediation. Looking
just at new high
school graduates en
tering the System, the
drop in the numbers
requiring learning
support is even more
promising: from 38.3
percent in fall '94 to
26.1 percent in fall
'99. But these per
centages need to g o
down even further.
Here are some
more progress indica
tors: the percentage
of new high-school
graduates enrolling as
first-time freshmen
with a full College
Florida Institute for Reproductive
Preparatory Cur
Medicine
riculum is up from 76
percent in fall 1996 to
Baptist Medical Center Pavilion
88 percent in fall
836 Prudential Drive Suite 902
1999. These are very,
Jacksonville, F1 32207
very
promising

Women Needed...

The Florida Institute for Reproductive
Medicine is looking for participants in
our donor egg program.

Requirements for participation include:
• 2 1 - 3 3 years old
• Not adopted
• Good health

Compensation $3,000

Most monitoring can be done locally
For more information call (800) 556 - 5620.

Call Today!
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While You're Waiting...

A Parent's Glossary
DUMBWAITER: One who asks if the kids wouldcaie, f

Characteristics of cars if G.M. was owned by Bill Gates.
1. For no reason whatsoever, your car would crash twice a
day.
2. Every time they repainted the lines on the road you
would have to buy a new car.
3. Occasionally, your car would die on the freeway for no
reason, and you would just accept this, restart, and drive
on.
4. Occasionally, executing a manner such as a left turn,
would cause your car to shut down and refuse to restart, in
which case you would have to reinstall the engine.
5. Only one person at a time could use the car, unless you
bought "Car95" or "CarNT." But then you would have to
buy more seats.
6. Macintosh would make a car that was powered by the
sun. reliable, five times as fast, and twice as easy to drive,
but would only run on five percent of the roads.
7. The oil, water temperature, and alternator warning lights
would be'replaced by a single "general car default" warn
ing light.
8. New seats would force everyone to have the same size
butt.
9. The airbag system would say "Are you sure?" before
going off.
10. Occasionally for no reason whatsoever, your car would
lock you out and refuse to let you in until you simulta
neously lifted the door handle, turned the key, and grabbed
hold of the radio antenna.
11. G.M. would require all car buyers to also purchase a
deluxe set of Rand McNally road maps (now a G.M. sub
sidiary), even though they neither need them nor want
them. Attempting to delete this option would immediately
cause the car's performance to diminish by fifty percent
or more. Moreover, G.M. would become a target for in
vestigation by the Justice Department.
12. Every time G.M. introduced a new model, car buyers
would have to learn how to drive all over again because
none ol the controls would operate in the same manner as
the old car.
13. You'd press the "start" button to shut off the engine.

Q Wise Man
Once Said...
"Now they show you how detergents take out bloodstains,
a pretty violent image there. I th ink if you've got a T-khirt
with a bloodstain all over it. maybe laundry isn't your bi«gest problem. Maybe you should get rid of the body be
fore you do the wash."
Jerry Seinfeld
Why docs Sea World have a seafood restaurant? I'm half
way through my fishburger and I realize. Oh my God....I
could be eating a slow learner."
Lynda Montgomery
A great many open minds should be closed for repairs.
Toledo Blade

order dessert.
FAMILY PLANNING: The art of spacing your childrea
the proper distance apart to keep you on the edge of fjnan [

to Speak
Georgian
Ail: To be sick or afflicted
by something.

"That boy sure looks pale.
I w onder what ails him."
Libel: Likely to.

"If your girl finds out
you're running round
with her sister, she's libel
to kill you."

cial disaster.
FEEDBACK: The inevitable result when yourbabydoesnt I '
appreciate the strained carrots.
FULL NAME: What you call your child when you're mad I
at him.
GRANDPARENTS: The people who think you r children I
are wonderful even though they're sure you're not raisin; ^
them right.
HEARSAY: What toddlers do when anyone mutters a dirty
word.
IMPREGNABLE: A woman whose memory of labors

still vivid.
INDEPENDENT: How we want our children tobeaslonj ['
as they do everything we say.
OW: The first word spoken by children with older siblings. L
SHOW OFF: a child who is more talented than yours.
Lick: A blow.
" You got into a fight ? Who j STERILIZE: what you do to your first baby's pacifierbj I
passed the first lick?"
boiling it and to your last baby's pacifier by bl owing on it. g >
TOP BUNK: where you should never put a child wearing j
Ovair: Over there.
Superman pajamas.

"My daddx's ovair. "

TWO MINUTE WARNING: when the baby's face turns r
red and she begins to make those familiar grunting noises

Reckon: An expression of j VERBAL: able to whine in words
supposition or intent.

"I reckon I'll walk over to
the supermarket today."

Who'd
Have jTi
Thunk •
Pinocchio is Italian for
"pine head."
- Non-dairy creamer is
flammable.
Cats have over one hun
died vocal sounds, while
dogs only have about ten.
- Every person has a unique
tongue print.
- Most American car horns
honk in the key of F.
Sigmond Freud had a motbid fear of ferns.
- Most cows give more milk
when they listen to music.
Winston Churchill was
born in.the ladies' room
during a dance.
A dime has 118 ridges
around the edge.
Tigers have striped skin
not just striped fur.
A cat has 32 muscles m
each ear.

I,

WHODUNIT: none of the kids that live in your house

Stranger Than Fiction

The Girl and The Village CM:
In the mid-1800's, there lived a clergyman namedJohann
Schmitt in the German village of Wolletorff. Although his ,
wife was dead, the man still had three young daughters,the
oldest of whom was named Fredericka. Fredericka had al
ways been a sickly child, troubled often by dreams and vi-(
sions.

her fa
ther vis
ited her
bedside,
she told
him that
she had
dreamed
that her
l,
mother had told her she would die that very night when
village clock struck thirteen.
Although the father dismissed the premonition as a nig
mare, he stayed by Fredericka's bed that night. She was vet
weak and he feared her superstitious fright would coi'V
cate her illness.
As the village clock began to strike the midnight h
Fredericka's life ebbed away with each chime. To the fatlm
astonishment the clock stuck for the thirteenth time an
daughter was dead.
By an amazing coincidence, the striking mechanism
out of order on the village clock on that night for tht
time in a quarter of a century.
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Sports

INTRAMURALS WITH LYNN ROBERTS

Courtyard by Marriott

6703 Aberrant Street
(912)354-7878

Ronnie Futch
Office Assistant
In a recent interview
with Lynn Roberts,
Physical Education
Instructor and Head of
Intramural Activities at
Armstrong, 1 learned a lot
of useful information
about the Fall recreational
sporting programs. It's
important for AASU staff
and students to recognize
that the activiti es are open
to all. "We allow people
to add onto the teams
until midterm" she as
serts.
If a student or staff
member decides to join,
the meetings are not
mandatory; therefore, lack
of time is not really a
factor. Furthermore, there
is no charge for joining an
intramural activity. That
cost is covered in the
activity fees that are paid

Now accepting applica
tions for two positions:
Full time Night Auditor,

Tennis, and the new Ultimate
Frisbee. The Sports Clubs
include Soccer, Equestrian,
and Crew.

hours are 11 pm to 7 am.
Part time or Full time

BASKETBALL

Front Desk Associate,

Although the Basketball
season does not start until
next semester, Ms. Roberts
decided to include it as a Fall
intramural due to the over
whelming students' interest.

hours will be mainly eve
nings 3 pm or 5 pm to 11

pro-

Responsible for helping
achieve ongoing excel
lence in guest satisfaction.

Please come in to fill out
an application, ask for
Paula.

DOUBLES' TENNIS

The tournament is a one-day
event, with a turn out of 6 to
10 teams. It usually lasts
about two and one-half hours.

Lynn Roberts encourages everyone who has the time to
participate in intramurals.

GOLF

at the beginning of the
semester. There is,
however, one exception.
Due to the ridiculous
price of playing golf
(green fees, etc.), there is
an extra cost for tourna
ments. The tournament
fees are usually around
$20-25.
The 2000 Fall Semes
ter Intramurals consist of
Flag Football, Volleyball,
Basketball, Golf, Doubles

The Golf tournaments are
held at v arious places, such
as Richmond Hill, Rincon,
and several places in Savan
nah.
VOLLEYBALL

Volleyball, much like Basket
ball and Flag Football, have
organizational meetings,
where groups of friends or
classmates who make up their
own team can get informa
tion. And those who would
like to play, but do not have a
team can join another.
SPORTS CLUBS

These groups are more
organized and are on a
completely different level
than regular intramurals.
These events may have
certain requirements or set
dues.

" I wish that I could see more organization
involved.The main problem with intramurals is
the lack of participation. I think that many people
feel as if they have to be professionals to get
involved," Roberts adds.

College Students!
Looking for parttime work?
10-15 hrs. per week
doing Administra

For more information about
intramural activities>
pick up an AASU Intramurals &
Recreation Activities brochure
for the Fall season,
or contact Lynn Roberts
in the Sports Dept
for more details.

tive work.

Call Tiffany at
354-5516.

Get involved!

USCA LADY PACERS DROP MATCH WITH #24 AASU
AIKEN, SC-In the opening moments of USC Aiken's (8-4, 1 -2 PBC) volleyball match with 24th
ranked Armstrong Atlantic State University (13-3, 2-0 PBC) on Saturday afternoon, it appeared the
Lady Pacers might be poised to challenge the Lady Pirates. But AASU pioved too stfong and pulled
away to the 3-0 win (15-11, 15-2, 15-8).
Junior setter Candace Anderson tallied two straight service aces to begin game one as the Lad y
Pacers bolted to a 4-0 lead. But the Lady Pirates, who hit .379 on the day, rebounded to take game one
15-11. T he loss seemed to deflate USCA as they fell in game two 15-2 and then battled back in game
three before losing the finale 15-8.
Angie Chervestad's 13 kills led the Lady Pacers who committed 20 service errors on the day.
Stacy Rood notched nine kills, while Andrea Emmons recorded eight kills, 10 digs, and four blocks.
Micah Roman led AASU with 15 kills and 18 digs. Kris Bringewatt was also in double figures in
kills for the Lady Pirates with 12. Setter Erin Melius tallied 39 assists. USCA laced arch-rival Au
gusta State Un iversity on Wednesday at 5:00 PM followed by a non-conference match wiih Paine
College at 6 30 PM.with both matches taking place at the ASU Sports Complex. AASU met Noith
Florida in a key Peach Belt Conference clash on Wednesday at 7 :00 PM in Jacksonville. FL. Results
from those in next edition!

Attention

2 locations in

Savannah

ll$3999

$10 surcharge FRI-SAT

Free Continental Breakfast
• Outdoor Puol
Free Local Calls
• Guest Laundry
Free USA Today Mon-Fri
• Interior Halls
Suites with Jacuuis
• Extended Stay Booms
Kids 17 & Under Stay Free
Elevator
Cable/ESPN/CNN/Movie Channel

Exit 94

40$ Al Henderwo Blvd., Savannah, GA 31419
(913) 920-3535
WdkJtioaly. Show co upon al
chech-in. Bated on wettability Nat
«*d Win other discounts, ho lidays
or special events. Espies 1/31/01.

Exit 104

30 Mill Creek Circle, Pooler, GA 31332
(912) 748-4050

"Always Stop at Red"
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CFT.EBR/VTE AASIJJPAl^

A bird's eye view of AASU Day

R.S. students bring the "low country" to Armstrong

Dr. Finluy joking around

Nikki lends a helping hand

Student s signthe Unity and Diversity League's AntiStudents line the walkways to get a glimpse at the booths

Discrunimtlon

Arlington cheeses for the camera, HiArtinp0^
AASU Softball team having e
blast after performing for the
karaoke fans (LEFT)

AASU Day booth workers
taking a breakfrom the after
noon sun and all that food'
(RIGHTj

CELEBRATE A ASH DAY!
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Campus Concerns

"the business community. But policy, those of our students progress, hut under a differ .
College & State University
Chancellor...
who did study abroad tended cm grading scale right nou
has done a remarkable job on 1 must return to the concern 1
continued from—>7
to be w hite, female and rich
I'd g ive it a "B" or an "I",
The next grade I give is technology and workforce voiced last year about tut I.
and
they
tended
to
go
to
incomplete
rig ht n ow.we
I still sec a strong tendency
a "B" lor progress in imple development.
Europe. With this policy we need a b ig push this yeario
Columbus State Univer to protect turf. There are still
menting our strategic plan.
wanted to change that. And turn that "B" into an "A."
Back in '94 when I became sity has defined its mission too many examples where
while the percentage of un
While I d on't believe in
chancellor. I talked about in the areas of music and people seek to create mis
dergraduate
students
who
giving a "plus" or " minusour "window or opportu computer science. Macon chief instead of producing
studied
abroad
jumped
last
grade,
when it conies to the
results.
The
issue
of
lurl"pro
nity." The board ad opted a State College offersspecial
year,
we
are
not
yet
at
our
overall performance of the
dizzying array of policy di ized baccalaureates for eco tection has not disappeared.
goal.
We
are
close
1.63
per
System
and our institutions.
Our
teacher
preparation
rectives - most aimed at nomic development. But
cent
(up
from
0.5
percent
I have to make an exception
implementation by 2001. many of our institutions are initiative is now a key part of
Some of you on the board still struggling to es tablish the governor's reform when we started and above Here I'd guess we earn a"[
were instrumental from the distinctiveness. These insti agenda. This fall sees thefirst the national average) - but plus." 1 reserve t he right to
beginning in these policy tutions have to make some class in System's colleges of still not the re. And thanks to re-code th is grade once we
help from the Coca-Cola and have spent the year o n
directives; all of you have
AIFS foundations, we have benchmarking. I m ay be a
been instrumental in con
"This fall se es the first class in System's
broadened the diversity of little harsh on m y assess
tinuing their implementa
colleges of education who will come under the students who get a chance to ment he re. B ut r ight now,I
tion. I have kept track. Sev
board's teacher education 'guarantee...'"
eral years ago I put together
study abroad. Today we have will stick with Cplus.Were
a "Where We Are" docu
a more diverse student bod y within range o n m ost indi
ment to gauge our progress. tough decisions regarding education who will come un studying all o ver the world, cators: high on some, low on
Honestly, at this point - one focus and then articulating der the board's teacher edu not just in E urope.
others, about i n t he middle
year out — I would give us and communicating a mes cation "guarantee." When
In the area of business of yet more. This grade re
a "B" for our efforts and sage of distinctiveness in they graduate in spring 2002. partnerships we have made flects our aspirations, and
progress. Let me give some mission. I want it to be such they will reflect the new stan good progress here. Georgia frankly I could cheat on this
examples of why I think we that whenever you say a spe dards we have implemented. Hire is a good example. An one - we could have a higher
deserve a "B."
cific c ollege's name in this The Governor and the news other area of progress is in grade if I were s elective on
In our admissions policy, state, you can immediately media have a laser focus on the many successful ICAPP comparison. I could choose
we are not w here we need rattle off two or three things the issue of teachers and Advantage partnerships with only to compare within the
to be at this point at all in for which t hat institution is teacher preparation. We have major companies, for ex region, or to select the insti
stitutions. Some institutions known.
good support on this area ample: Total Systems in Co tutions with w hich t o com
have done extremely well.
Our post tenure review from the Governor's Educa lumbus, Core Management pare us. But we don't want
Last fall, eight institutions policy is coming to the end tion Reform Commission. and Computer Logic in M a- to be compared regionally. If
saw the fres hman SAT av of the first cycle of tenu red We have received additional
erage top 1000: Georgia faculty peer review. We have multi-million dollar Depart
College & State University, made a good start, but must ment of Education grants for "When I see more emotion generated over
Georgia State University, look for a little more consis our work in this area - among
UGA's weekend football par king
Georgia Tech, Kennesaw tency a nd even more focus the largest feder al grants in
than their Rhodes Scholar output - we
State University, North on professional develop nation. We are getting these
have a grade D culture."
Georgia College & State ment. We need to do an as grants thanks to people being
University, Southern Poly sessment of how it has been aggressive about securing
con and Checkfree in Atlanta we want to im prove, to as
technic State University, the implemented. Overall, I am funding. But there will con
- these are real ac complish pire to highest levels of
University of Georgia and
well satisfied with our tinue to be teacher shortages. ments. Our studies to assess achievement, we must com
Valdosta State University. progress in this area.
There will continue to be out- workforce needs, our pro pare ourselves nationally-!0
Others need to do much
In the critical area of col of-field teaching.
gram responses to identified the best.
work. Quite frankly, some of laboration we have made
There will continue to be needs in the state for engi
Now let me m ove to
our institutions have left it good progress in initiating disappointments on Praxis
neering, for information grades on environment. It is
to the last year to fully new collaborations - be test results. All these factors
technology workers, and for important to re member we
implement new admissions tween system institutions, tell me that the issues of pro
the
north Georgia carpet in- don't operate in a va cuum
policies.
with educational partners ducing both better and more
dustry show our flexibility W e o p e r a t e i n a society and
Mission review - again, and with other state agen teachers will challenge all of
and our nimbleness in meet in an environment t hat ha>
some institutions have done cies, and with the business us. It would be easy to do one
ing state needs. Now we are many challenges. On cul
well in defining a nd com community. In particular, we
or the other, but t o produce a key pa rtner with t he Gov ture, I grade a " D." This is
municating missions. Geor have worked well with the
more and better teachers will ernor in major initiatives not unique to G eorgia. We
gia College & State Univer Department of Community
be an enormous challenge. such as Yamacraw.
continue - in my m ind - 10
sity has defined its mission Health. Commissioner Russ
We are not done with our
We are humming in this have a pervasive, anti -intel
as "Georgia's liberal arts col Toal is over here at the Re
work on teacher preparation. area and it is just beginning. lectual cult ure in t h i s coun
lege." North Georgia Col gents' office as much as I am.
Our new study abroad I am feeling reasonably good
try.
lege & State University is And in the years since I be
policy said we would have about our progress on the
When SheritaDenson.a
known for its military mis came chancellor, we have
two percent of our students strategic plan. I hope by the bright young Africansion as well as its leadership witnessed a watershed in
in study abroad programs by end of next year to have an
in all programs. Clayton
American student at "
terms of our relations with 2000. When you passe d this
"A" in our strategic plan
continued—>13
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Chancellor...
continued from—>12
South Atlanta High School ,
writes an op-ed piece in the
Atlant Journal-Constitution
and describes how she must
endure being called a "nerd"
and a "loser" to succeed aca
demically - we have a grade
D culture. When a basketball
player with a troubled past
gets more ink than the num
ber of new freshmen with per
fect SATs - we have a grade
D culture. When I see more
emotion generated over
UGA's weekend football
parking than their Rhodes
Scholar output - we have a
grade D culture.
When we have too many
young people who dream of
playing in t he NFL and NBA
- and who have a better
chance at winning the Geor
gia Lottery — we have a grade
D culture. When almost 90
percent of Georgia eighth
graders watch TV two hours
or more daily — w e have a
grade D culture.
When we have a culture
where too many school
boards spend time debating
the need to doctor "evolution"
out of science books, rather
than focusing on preparing
young people to face a tech
nologically and scientificallyoriented society — we have a
grade D culture. When we can
come up with the perfect plan
to produce talented teachers,
but when they graduate they
choose the $80,000 nonteaching job with stock op
tions over the $25,000 teach
ing post with long hours and
metal detectors - we have a
grade D culture.
When the front-page story
on most newspapers on Mon
day was about the firing oj
Bobby Knight and not on the
Mideast peace negotiations or
even the presidential race,
then --we have a grade D cul
ture.
And it is this culture that
leads me to my final, failing
grade of "F" - for educational
attainment in Georgia.

In The Know

Let me be clear. "At
tainment" simply means
how many people have
how much education. It is
different from "achieve
ment." Attainment is raw
data - the numbers of
people you educate. In that
regard (on my grading
scale) if you're in the bot
tom 20 percent in the na
tion - you earn an "F." If
you are in the 35-40th per-

persons 25-years-old and over Georgia's economy booming couldn't cut it? So I call
enrolled in postsecondary edu . We do it on the backs of im- again for a single high
cation in fall 1996 (including ports and not on the backs of school diploma, both more
technical schools) in Georgia those we educate here in rigorous academically and
was 6.85 percent, 47th nation Georgia. And as anyone will more creatively applied,
tell you, it is dangerous to be Let's take the role of decially.
sion-making out of the hands
And if you are from a low- come addicted to imports.
We can't continue to be the of others. So I call again for
income family in Georgia,
your chances of making it to number one importer of col- every eighth grader to take a
college are just above 17 per lege degrees. We can't con- real college prep algebra
tinue to be 47th in the nation class. Of all the classes you
cent (we rank 40th). If you
come from that bottom in the number of 18-22 year- can take in high school, the
quartile of family income (be- olds in college. I don't give a one that most determines
hoot if whether or not you can get
"Only three states did worse on high school graduation rates we are out of college is algebra. And
49th or it is courses like algebra that
than Georgia."
50th in - when it comes to academic
centile nationally, that is a low about $25,000) your the nation in SAT scores. I do performance - neutralizes
failing grade.
chances of earning a care that Georgia students the factors of race and in
I'm not pointing fin bachelor's degree — compared don't take the right courses. come.
If somewhere between 30
gers or, if I am, we include to those from the highest in This is not rocket science. If
ourselves. We're all ca come families — are not good. students don't take the right and 40 percent (it depends
By age 24, only one student courses in high school, they who is counting) of K-12
pable.
We get some great stu in 24 from low-income groups won't do well on SATs, they students drop out before they
complete high school - Geor
dents out of some fine will have a degree, compared won't do well in college.
gia always will have low
Georgia
SAT-takers
still
schools who've been to over half of those from topeducational
attainment. If
taught by inspiring teach income families. That is not take fewer college prepara
ers. It's just we simply education equity. But even tory courses than the national those that remain in K-12
don't get enough of them - looking at overall college average. For example: only don't take the right courses,
and of those we do get, we completion, Georgia contin seven percent of Georgia Georgia always will have
don't graduate enough of ues to earn a failing grade. The SAT-takers have more than low educational attainment.
percentage of Georgians 25- four years of math (the na If those that come to us can't
them.
Let's start with high years-old and over who held tional average is 14 percent) and don't graduate, Georgia
school, because that is the a bachelor's degree or more in and only five percent have always will have low educa
pipeline, not only for the 1998 was 21 percent, 37th four-plus years of science tional attainment.
And while nationally
university system, but also nationally. The U.S. average (the national average is nine
about
55 percent of students
percent). Twenty-six percent
for the technical colleges, is 24.4 percent.
This is a challenge on of Georgia's SAT-takers had complete bachelor's degree
Georgia's businesses and
programs within six years at
continuing education. The many levels. Let me give you pre-calculus, compared to 44
the
same institution where
public high school gradu just one example in my hon percent nationally.
Still another telling point: they first enrolled, in Geor
ation rates in Georgia con est assessment today: to date
too
often, low-income or mi gia the rate is 39 percent. We
tinue to lag the nation in we have not yet fully realized
have got to change this. And
distressing proportion.The the potential of our two-year nority students are directed
when we talk about this goal,
most recent reports show colleges in being a bridge for into less challenging courses
it means education for all
simply
because
of
precon
55 percent compared to 68 more students and in increas
Georgians.
While reason
percent nationally. But ing the numbers of Georgi ans ceptions about their ability to
able
people
can
and should
more disturbing,The pub with bachelor's degrees (even succeed academically. I
lic high school graduation though benchmarking shows
"How many potential doctor's or engineers
rate has dropped; between a steliar performance). They
or computer analysts were nipped in the
1983 and 1996. it dropped can and should play an even
bud because someone made the decision
almost six percent nation more vital role, and we need
to
consider
somenew
ways
for
based on income or race or geography
ally and almost 11 p ercent
(10.9%) in Georgia. Only that to happen.
Partly due to its low edu
three states did worse on
cational
attainment rates.
high school graduation
rates than Georgia. That's Georgia continues to be the
not progress - that s failure. nation's largest net importer of
Let's move on up the pipe workers with a college degree.
line. Georgia continues to Between 1989 - 1996 Geor
lag the nation seriously in gia added 171,506 persons
its college participation with a bachelor's degree Irom
rate. The percentage of other states. How do we keep

that they couldn't cut it?"
know this. I've been told
this. I believe this. How
many potential doctors or
engineers or computer ana
lysts were nipped in the bud
because someone made the
decision based on income or
race or geography that they

debate whether we ought to
pursue clarity on legal is
sues related to the admission
of minority students. I be
lieve we have a historic ob
ligation to resolve this issue,
not just for Georgia, but for
the nation.

Announcements
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Lane Library Buys 19th Century
Newspapers As Service to Students

Looking for an opportunity to reward an AASU
employee (staff or faculty) who went the extra
mile to help you?

Lane Library has purchased 19h century runs of Savannah
newspapers and The Herald from 1948-1988. Following
is a list of the titles owned, by date.
•Savannah Newspapers, 1763-1770, 1796-1900 (some
gaps), 1948-1988. 1988-1999)
•Found in hallway microfilm cabinets near reference area.
* 1763-1770 Georgia Gazette
•March 1796-August 21, 1819 Columbia Museum and
Savannah Gazette
•August 21, 1802-Septemberi 1808 Georgia Republican
and State Intelligencer
•October I, 1808-December, (815 The Republican & Sa
vannah Evening Ledger
j
•January 2 1818-June 24, 1818 Daily Savannah Republi
can

Human Resources is proud to introduce the
YOU MADE SOMEONE SMILE program.
It's easy to nominate someone.
*Simply look for the displays on billboards or
in other prominent locations throughout t he
campus.
*FilI out a nomination card detailing the
employee's extraordinary act and return it to
Human Resources via campus mail.
*We'll send a letter of appreciation to t he
nominee's supervisor and a small gift to be pre
sented.

•November 6, 1820-Decembeij 30, 1820 Savannah Daily
Republican
•June 1816-December 1852 Savannah National Republi
can
•January 1855-September 1857 Georgia Republican &
State Intelligencer

It's our way of emphasizing customer service.
"What gets recognized, gets repeated."

•October 1, 1857-October 18, 1868 Savannah Daily Re
publican
•August 1858-Dember 15, 1888 Savannah Tribune
•February 1859-October 7, 1865 Savannah Republican
January, 1863-July 21, 1864 Daily Morning News
•July, 1865-December, 1865 Savannah National Republi
r
can
•July 1868-December, 1910 Savannah Morning News
•November 19, 1891-September 6, 1900 Savannah Press
•September 16, 1948-December, 1988 The Herald
•January, 1988-December, 1999 Savannah Morning News
Contact Caroline Hopkinson, Head of Special Collections
and University Archives at Lane Library with any ques
tions or call 921-5478.
Email: Hopkinca@mail.armstrong.edu

FALL 2000 Fitness Center & Pool H ours
*F1TNESS CENTER
Monday - Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday & Sunday

*POOL HOURS

6:00- 8:00am
12:00-8:00pm
12:00-10:00pm**
12:00-8:00pm
12.00-8:00pm
12:00-6:00pm
2:00-4:00pm

Monday - Friday
1:15pm
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday
9:00pm
Saturday & Sunday
4:00pm

12:15-

October Rrts Euents:
•October 6-8, 13-15: The AASU Masquers present Charley's Aunt, by Brandon Thoma:
diiected by Rogei Millei in AASU s Jenkins Theater. This widely popular comical farcf
of impersonation for the sake of romance is sure to delight all audiences. Performance!
are Friday and Saturday at 7:30 P.M. and Sunday at 3:00 P.M. Call 927.5354 for ticketim
information.

Octobei 18. Hank Hammett, lyiic baritone, and Melissa Livengood, piano, present a
mult,-media lecture recital at 1.30 to 2:30 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Free
admission.
October 19: Hank Hammett, lyric baritone, in a gu est
artist vocal recital at 2:30 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts
Auditorium. The program includes Histoires Naturelles
THE WRITING CENTER
by Maurice Ravel, and a delightful assortment of other
(GAMBLE HALL, ROOM 109)
Fiench and American songs. Admission is free.
FALL 2000 HOURS OF OPERATION 'October 20: Hank Hammett, lyric baritone, conducts a
vocal masterclass in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium.
Monday
Admission
is free. Call for exact times.
9 am—7 pm

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9 am—7 pm
9 am—7 pm
9 am—7 pm
9 am—Noon
9 am—Noon
-CLOSED-

7:152:00-

*WATER A EROB1CS
Monday & Wednesday
7:00pm

Current and Lfpcoming Events
In the Department of Art, Music, & Theatre at AASU

A pe rson should
drink at least

6:00-

two quarts of
water per day.

October 26-29: The AASU Masquers present Tales
O Terror VII, an evening of tales of murder, mayhem,
ghosts, and goblins, directed by Bever'ee Graybill. Thurs
day through Saturday performances are at the splendidly
haunted Flannery O'Connor Childhood Home, and
Sunday's performance is at AASU's Jenkins Theater. The
haunting for all performances begins at 7:30 P.M. Wear
your scariest Halloween costume to the Sunday perfor
mance. Free admission. Contributions requested.
•October 30-November 10: AASU presents "Tajin, Ilo
Tempore" The special Mexico Art exhibition of works
by Alvaro Brizuela Absalon and Rachel Green in the
AASU Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery hours are 9:00 A.M.^:00 P.M., Mondays through Fridays. Admission is free.
For information, call 927.5325

Announcements

lobs
Internships
Co-ops
And More
Available At.

Minutes from the
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION SENATE MEETING

ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC
STATE UNIVERSITYSPONSORED BY DIVISION O
CAREER SERVICES at AASU a
Savannah State University
927-5271 OR E-MAIL US AT
CAREERS@MAIL-ARMSTRONG.E

Career Fair
2000

WHEN:THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 12TH
TIME: 9:00 A - 1:00 P
PLACE: AASU SPORT
CENTER

EXAMPLES OF COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS ATTENDING

THE CITY OF SAV ANNAH
MEMORIAL HEALTH UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL CENTER
BELK OF SAV ANNAH
U.S. MARINE CORP
SAVANNAH POLIC E DEPARTMENT
US. NATIONAL AIR GUARD
GOVERNOR'S INTERN PROGRAM
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UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
WELLSTAR HEALTH SYSTEMS
ARAMARK
HOSPICE OF SAVANNAH
BEAUFORT MEMORIAL HOSPITA
BEAUFORT POUCE DEPARTMEF
BUREAU OF CORRECTIONS
CHATHAM COUNTY DFACS

AND MANY MORE!

Workshop
Getting That First Job: Tips from the Expert
10:00A -11:00A - SC 226

September 11, 2000(CALL TO ORDER 12:15
PM)
22/25 Present, Quorum
Established with 18 Execu
tive Reports. President Cox
told the Senate that she was
still waiting for Committee
Mission Statements. She
urged the Senate to please
take the time and ha
v e these
to her before the next meet
ing.
Vice President Milton
informed the Senate about
the APCA Leadership Con
ference that was held the
past weekend of the 8th
through the 10th. He also
reported that the delegation
got a lot accomplished and
were able to discuss even a
few prospective show alter
natives for the campus.

Old Buisness
None

Committee Reports
?ape Disappointment in Washington averages
2,552 hours or 106 complete days ot heavy tog per year.
Pick up Rehab's CD on the web at
rbjamster@aol.com, OR 912.961.6008.

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES
WITH VALID AASU I. D.

SAVANNAH MALL
EXPIRES D ECEMBER 31 , 2000

New Business
Senator Heyward
moved to appoint Senator
Colvin to the Goals and
Objectives Committee #2.
The motion was seconded
by Senator Colvin and ap
proved by the Senate. 180-0

Senator Young moved
to appoint S enator Colvin
as the new Parliamentarian
for the Senate. The motion
was seconded by Senator
Wade and approved by the
Senate. 1 8-0-0
Senator Davenport
moved to appoint Senator
Young to theGoals and Ob
jectives Committee #3.The
motion was seconded by
Senator Heyward and ap
proved by the Senate.
18-0-0

Senator Colter reported
on behalf of the SGA Com-nunity Service Committee
ihat the Red Cross Blood
Drive went okay and that
Kimberly had some ideas
on how things can be made
better. She also informed

Senator Scheidt moved
to appropriate $3500 for
the Noel-Levitz Retention
Survey. The motion was
seconded by Senator
Heyward and approved by
the Senate. 18-0-0

the Senate that the prospec
tive date for Adopt-a-Highway would be September

Merilee asked the Sena
tors for their Goals and Objectives Committee Re
ports.
Senator Scheidt announced
that the Non-Smoking
signs were working. Sena
tor Colter announced that
she ale at Olive Gar
den and
the food was good.
Senator Pullum an
nounced that the movie The
Green Mile was good.
A motion was made to
adjourn by Senator Colter
and seconded by Senator
Scheidt. The meeting was
adjourned.at 1:30PM.
The next scheduled
meeting will be September
25th at 12 Noon in S tudio
A. MCC.

30th from 8am-12noon and
the dates for Habitat for Hu
man ity would be October

STUDENTS!!!
SAVANNAH M ALL ONLY

SGA G & O Retention
Committee Report and
Questioning.

13th and 14th. She also in
formed the Senate that the
prospective date for the
Children's Hospital Christ
mas Party would be De
cember 16th.
Senator Wade informed
the Senate that to extend the
cafeteria hours would not
be cost effective and there
would not be enough atten
dance of eaters. Senator
Clarke informed the Senate
that the SGA Website is
complete and that indi
vidual profiles where added
to the page.
Rules were suspended
from 12:35 to 12:45 for the

ANNOUNCEMENTS

President Merilee Cox.
Vice President Edward
Milton. Secretary Khang

Joey Trinh, Treasurer
Clevelette Edwards
Se/mto/w/Shermonte Carley,
Diondria Clark, Melissa Col
ter, Kris Colvin, Brian
Dawsey, Ivy Davenport,
Kenya Gaskins, She-lina
Gwaduri, Sonja Hey-ward,
Renee Lyon, Daniel Mathis,
Kimberly Moffitt, Charlie
Parker, John P arker, Michael
Pullum,Scott Scheidt,Melvin
Sloan, Precious Vatekeh,
Dwayne Wade, Tray Will
iams, and Andre Young.
Faculty Advisor A\ Harris
Members Absent: Khang Joey
Trinh. Kenya Caskins.Renee
Lyon.

Student Affairs
Evening Hours

The Division of
Student Affairs will be
open until 7 :00 PM on
Wednesday evenings
this Fall Semester!
Staff will be avail
able to assist students
with processing with
drawals and providing
information on testing
and other programs.
Students will h ave
access to the Career
Library and Student
Affairs Tech Center for
resources.
A counselor will be
available on Wednesday
evenings for individual
appointments.

Student Affairs is lo
cated on t he second
floor of the Memorial
Colic tie Center.

Foi more information
Cc 927.5271.
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off the mark

While You're Waiting

by Mark Parisi
welcome "to.
#1 HamUirger
*8 CVieesekju^jer
*3 t>mk.

.99
1.09
.99

PJOM8S0J0 Bllftl

01 J9M8UV
Marc Tylar Nobleman

"I though t I'd re-vamp my image.'

"Please order by number."

KING CROSSWORD

off the mark

off the mark

ag*/

www.otfthemark.nnm
—

"

by Mark Parisi

by Mark Parisi

AIUUITI,

MarkPahsi@aol.com

«tUIITIC FEATURE STMO CZO OO MM, Mm..

ACROSS
1 Lower limb
4 Military
no-show
8 Smoothtalking
12 Sapporo
sash
13 Volcano's
spillover
14 Make over
15 It's sold by
the yard
16 Second
story
man?
17 Acknowl
edge
18 Sawbuck
21 Adjective
suffix
22 Grafton's
"— for
Malice"
23 Factory
26 Lepre
chaun's
steps
27 Future rose
30 Bridge
position
31 Ont.
neighbor
32 Ethereal
33 Rock
concert
need
34 Computer
gremlin
35 He's beside
himself
36 401 (k)
alternative
37 The lady
38 Old coin
45 Unyielding
46 Mid-month,
maybe

47 Type of
bucket
48 Farming
(Prefix)
49 Pedicurist's
prop
50 Box office
sign...
51 ...indicating
you can't get
this
52 Holler
53 Nearby
star

6 Watermelon
shape
7 Wyoming
city
8 Up for

28 Coffee vessel
29 Turn blue?
31 Meet the
criteria
32 Basinger's
Baldwin
34 Car-front
protector
35 Sculptor's
tool
36 Otherwise
37 Fishhook
attachment
38 Prejudice
39 Incite
40 "In — penny.

9 Jeans-maker
Strauss
10 Object of
worship
11 Punch holder
19 Admonisher's
advice
20 Predetermine
23 Royal
DOWN
insomnia
Capricorn
cause
Competent
24 Felon's flight 41 Garfield's
Bearing
25 Nile
pal
Nosnake
42 Acknowledge
holds-barred 26 Hoosegow
43 Beige
Banshees'
27 Story of
44 Author
cries
a lifetime
Uris

"What's new and revised aboui it is that
we've added the words 'New and
Revised' to the cover."

WY,YE5...MY WlfE ttot5
MAKE Al l Of MY CLOTHES.

Betsy Ross's husband.

IU.
Mrs. Williams views optimistic thinking &
setting herself up for disappointments.

Armstrong FYI
The Calliope: Spotlighting the Talents of AASU Students
Michelle Woodson
In an effort to increase
interest in AASU's literary
journal, The Calliope,
students are holding poetry
readings on campus, which
offer young writers an
opportunity to exhibit their
work as well as listen to the
musings of their fellow
students.
A poetry reading is an
excellent forum for a writer
to try out new material in a
supportive environment. A
similar forum that has
recently gained popularity,
called a poetry slam, is a
contest where poets per
form against one another
for cash prizes. While
slams may be more excit
ing for an audience because
of the competition, poetry
readings are perfect for
novice writers who desire
an arena to practice and
grow.
The first of Armstrong's
poetry readings was held
on September 14th in the
faculty dining room,
located in the MCC build
ing. Coffee, snacks, and
candlelight were provided.

A microphone was avail
able but not really needed.
Writers of various
levels took the stage,
elaborating on personal
views and experiences,
gracefully shifting from
poetry to prose, hoping to
enlighten, to entertain, and
the words that spilled into
the room that night will
never be removed with a
bucket and a mop.
Along with their po
ems, a few people read
stories and monologues.
In fact, one woman shared
a funny yet serious per
sonal essay concerning her
views on suicide. Another
woman admitted before
reading that she wasn't a
student but a fledgling
poet. A few Armstrong
students read poems that
had been published in
previous Calliopes. The
writings ranged from
humorous to introspective,
confessional to sensual.
The poetry readings
will hopefully influence
students to contribute to
the Calliope. The literary

journal, put together by
Armstrong students, takes
submissions every year.
Regretfully, many students
do not submit their work
from fear of rejection. The
poetry readings will offer a
hesitant writer the chance to
hear people who have
similar interests.
If you wanted first dibs
at readings, there was a list
to sign, and after everyone
on the list had finished, an
open invitation was made,
but reading was not manda
tory. Many people shared
some short poems, and a
few had longer pieces, but
nobody took the stage for
more than a few minutes.
Since the first poetry
reading was such a success,
the Calliope staff hopes to
put on another one during
the month of October, but
the particulars of the next
reading have not yet been
decided. Also, the Calliope
will soon be taking submis
sions for their 2001 issue, in
the categories of poetry,
fiction, and art.
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GOSPEL CORNER
Clevelette Edwards
Congratulations to
Peggy Sue Williams,
who won the last
Gospel Corner contest.
Thank you to all the
participants.
The first person to
respond with all the
correct answers by
October 16, 2000 will
receive a cash prize of
$5.00. Responses must
be typed with a tele
phone number. Please
submit to the Inkwell
located in MMC Rm.
202.
1. Name the oldest
man in the Bible
2. Name the cousin of
Jesus.

3 Name the strongest
man in the Bible.
4. Who was the wisest
man in the Bible, and
flame his Father.
5. In which book of the
Bible can the story of a
virtuous woman be
'ound?
6. What was the origi
nal name of Sarah and
Abraham?
7. What was written on
the wall during the feast
Of N ebuchadnezzar?
8. What is the meaning
of Jerusalem?
9. Name three of Jesus
disciples.
10.Who order the
eixecution of John the
Baptist?

Calliope Cafe
Open Mic Night
October 26th 7-10 PM
Faculty Dining Room
(located downstairs MCC Building)
Come to read or just sit back
and enjoy some great talent!
•Musicians welcome!
Bake sale * Coffee * Poetry * Music * Good times

Contact the Calliope Office to
sign up to read or just bring gour
material the night of the shorn!
Euergone welcome to participate!
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Derrick Smith: History in the Making
It is a rare occurrence
to meet someone whom
has seen, heard, or done
it all. However, that is
what you find when you
meet Derrick Smith.
The Senior nursing
student already had a
lifetime of experience
before coming to the
Armstrong's campus.
He has lived in several
different states and
countries, shaping him
to become an astute,
well-cultured man of the
world.
As a student at
AASU, Derrick Smith
has incorporated his
dedication and hard
working mentality into
his academic career. He
has served as VicePresident of CHAOS;
and, along with two
other men of achieve
ment on the night of

October 31,1997.
founded a chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi Frater
nity, Inc. on Armstrong's
campus that is now
known as Omicron Beta.
As a Kappa man, he has
served as the Historian
of the chapter since its
inception, citing that
there are very few things
about the organization's
illustrious history he
does not know, and he
plans to learn them all.
He has also diligently
served as Strategus for
the past two years. He
was the Polemarch
(president) of the AASU
chapter from its genesis
and toiled and strove
against all odds in order
to find and incorporate
an sufficient amount of
qualified and dedicatied
members in order
officially charter the

Greek JLife_
Omicron Beta Chapter
and realize the dream of
achievement that Kappa
Alpha Psi has worked for
since 1911.
Derrick Smith is
amongst the most outgo
ing and dedicated stu
dents in Armstrong
Atlantic State
University's history. As
the years pass by, and we
all come and go, the
accomplishments that he
made during his college
career shall endure.
Destined for success,
with a proven track
record of excellence.
Derrick Smith continues
on Life's journey opti
mistic that his full poten
tial has not yet been
reached. For the moment
however, whether you
love him, hate him, or
are indifferent to him, if
you truly know
Armstrong, you know
Derrick Smith.

KAPPA KORNER
Welcome to the Kappa Korner - a s ection of the Inkwell
dedicated to the activities and achievements of the
Omicron Beta Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi F raternity,lnc
Greetings! The Omicron Beta Chapter would like to
extend thanks to all of the student, faculty, and staff
members of AASU whom have supported us and helped
us to start this year off successfully. We would a lso like
to thank those of you who have commended us for the
Kappa Korner. for we realize that in order to get in touch
with the campus as a whole, we must first let th e campus
know who we are and w hat we are about. If you have
any comments or questions about any of the Omicron
Beta Chapter's activities, the Kappa Korner, or if you
would like us to participate in a program, do not hesitate
to send or place information in our mailbox in the Stu
dent Activities office in the Memorial College Center or
e-mail us at obnupcs@email.com.
Still to come...
O B KAPPAWEFK
-November 27th - December 2nd
SECOND ANNUAL GREEK KLASH INVITATIONAL
STEP SHOW
-Saturday, February 3rd. 2001
-Alumni Sports Arena
Miss KA Psi Pageant
-April 18th. 2001
Visit us on the web www.obnupes.com
Coming soon www.greekklash.com

Brotherhood
Question: What is brotherhood?
The bond is a very
interesting concept. We, as
individuals, decide to join
an organization that helps
us as people communicate
with others for different
reasons. It w ould be
thought that once you
become part of a bond
everyone would bind
automatically. However,
the truth i s brotherhood is
far more than a few cer
emonial words, but an
association of men united
in a common interest.
In t he beginning of our
fraternity, the founders
sought one another's
company between classes.
Now that Kappa Alpha
Psi's membership has
grown, we as members
have more opportunities
and advantages than our
founders. Our founders
were young men who had a

dream. The dream of true
college fellowship. As
stated in our statutes and
constitution — once a
Kappa, always a Kappa.
Brotherhood exists on all
levels of this fraternity.
Undergraduates founded this
organization, but Alumni
chapters have helped to
develop it. The common
interest we share as Kappa
men is Achievement in
every field of human en
deavor. This begins with
education and ends only
with the limits of our imagi
nation.
In conclusion, Brother
hood can only be a reality
when true men honestly
want to understand each
other's common interests.
There must be that common
desire to come together for
something that is greater
than oneself. Something

tilt

The men of Kappa Alpha Psi
that is not only beneficial to
you but that you can also
strengthen through your
personal dedication. That is
the essence of fraternity, and
that is the essence of Kappa
Alpha Psi.

Campus Concerns
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Young and broke?
Find out what it's like
to be young and broke
somewhere else.

$47

per se gment
(PFCs not included)

Presenting AirTran Airways' X-Fares S tandby Program. If you're between the ages
of 18 and 22, you're eligible to fly standby to any of the many cities AirTran Airways flies to
for just $47 per segment. (Each time you land you've flown a segment, regardless of your
final destination.) You d ecide where you want to go. Just go to the AirTran Ai rways ticket
counter to put your name on the standby list. Then go to the AirTran A irways gate of your
choice with 47 bucks. If there's a c oach seat available after the final boarding call, you
get it. But be smart. Don't wait for the last flight out, in case there's no room for standby.
(Hey, that's why it only costs $47.) For e xample, fly to cities such as Atlanta, Chicago, New Orleans,
or Tampa. Call for additional destinations.

1-888-4-X-FARES

(1-888-493-2737)

w w w .XFARES.com

X-Fares are $47 per segment. Fares do not include per-segment tax of up to $2.75. A segment is defined as one takeoff and one landing.
Airport Passenger Facility Charges of up to $12 are not included. Only one carry-on bag allowed. Bag subject to search. For additional
information please see our website: xfares.com. ©AirTran Airways 2000

Life on the Beat

doors off of cars, this
underway. For those of you
who are underway. For
travesty
is
an
ongoing
Don Ward
those of you who are new
concern of our campus
Staff Writer
students or unaware of
police.
Property damage is a big AASU's policies, drugs and
The month of September
weapons are prohibited on
nas brought with it massive concern for all students
campus at all times.
considering most of us
carnage to cars on campus.
Hopefully Iwill have
All types and all models are work hard for what we
good
news to report next
have.
Weapons
and
drugs
susceptible to damage once
time. Until Next issue, stay
are also a concern in which
the owner leaves their car,
most
students
do
not
con
safe.
but is this a real problem on
sider a problem on campus.
campus?
Parking Regulations
However, on September
Without a doubt, car
14th and September 20th
damage is an increasing
Ronnie Futch
problem for AASU students. the campus police were
Office Assistant
called to inspect a case
Over seven different cases
I think that I'm
involving weapons and
of car damage have been
starting to understand the
drugs.
reported in the month of
concept
that some students
No
arrests
were
made
September. Ranging from
are
applying
to their reasons
scratches to dents, to pulling but investigations are
for parking in faculty places.
Can you guess how many
We Apologize!
parking tickets are
"awarded" each school
The Inkwell Staff would Inkwell. We will be run
ning
the
article
in
its
en
day?
If you guessed "about
like to apologize for
fifty," you are wrong. On
inadvertantly leaving out tirety in the October 20th
average.
AASU writes about
edition.
Please
look
for
the last p art of an inter
one-hundred
tickets per day.
this
spotlight
article
on
view with Dr. Paul
Permits - Student parking
Armstrong's new Dean of
Beare, Dean of the Col
dccals are free, people.
Education.
Once
again.
lege of Education, which
Don't
be stupid; parking
Dr. Beare, our sincerest
ran in the Sepetember
without a decal means that
apologies.
20th edition of the
one is subject to having his

or her vehicle towed, plus an
additional $25 fine.
Regulations - Now that y ou
have a decal, you are ready
to park. For those students
who are illiterate, the spaces
are painted different colors
to indicate either student,
faculty, or Department
Heads, Administrators,
student officers, or handi
capped persons. For those
of you whom are colorblind,
perhaps there is no hope for
you, and we at the Inkwell
suggest that you speak w ith
someone from Public Safety.
The 16 most common
parking offenses on the
AASU campus are as fo l
lows:
1.parking permit....$ 15.00
2. Parked in a Dept. Head
space
$15.00
3. Parked in a faculty space
with student decal....$ 15.00
4. Parked in a visitor space
without permit
$15.00
5. Parking beyond limit in
time/one
$15.00
6. 4-whcel vehicle parked in
motorcycle space...$ 15.00
7. Parking in an Elderhostel

space
$15.00
8. Parking a vehicle in the
road....$ 15.00
9. Parking on a yellow
line, curb,or yellow
zone...$ 15.00
10. Parking in a loading
zone
$15.00
11. Blocking sidewalks,
crosswalk,or being double
parked....$ 15.00
12. Backing into parking
spaces
$15.00
13. Parking on grass or
the lawn
area
$15.00
14. Parking in a faculty
space without a faculty
decal.$l5.00
15. Parking in a desig
nated fire
lane
$15.00
16. Parking in a blue
handicapped space w ith
out state per
mit
$45.00
If you have any comments
on AASU's parking
regulations, please e-mail
them to Inkwell®1mail,
ai mslrong.edu with
"ATTN: Ron" as the
subject. Good Luck.

SGA
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Officers/Senators

Merilee Cox

Edward Milton

Clevelette Edwards
Treasurer

Secretary
President

Ivy Davenport

Charlie Parker

John Parker

Daniel Mathis

Shermonte Carley

Andre Young

Vice President

Renee Lyon

Precious Vatekah

Kenya Gaskins

Diondria Clark

Michael Pullum

Shelina Gwaduri

Melissa Colter

Kimberly Moffitt

Tray Williams
*Not pictured Brian Dawscj

Melvin Sloan

Scott Scheidt

Dwayne Wade

Kristopher Colvin

See Inside,
page
for more
information
on SGA!

